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NATIONAL MEN’S HEALTH CONFERENCE REGISTRATION OPEN 

NEW MALE 
NATIONAL MALE HEALTH CONFERENCE  

March 2 & 3, 2017 

HOLIDAY INN HOTEL PARRAMATTA, SYDNEY 
Are you concerned about or interested in improving the health and wellbeing of men and boys? If so, you may 
want to take part in the NEW MALE: National Men’s Health Conference. 
  

Held over two days, our packed program will be of interest to men and women working in men’s health and re-
lated fields. We’ll be exploring issues like male suicide, family violence, trends in men’s health, working with ATSI 
males and GBTI males as well as exploring the challenges facing our boys and young men. We’ve got a great line 
up of speakers who will inform, inspire and help you navigate the rapidly changing world of masculinity, man-
hood and men’s issues.  

  

On Day One, we’ll focus on a range of Present Challenges such as the  high male suicide rate and the challenge of 
helping everyone affected by family violence. With suicide killing three times more men than women and female 
victims of family violence four times more likely to report the crime to the police, what more can we do to help 
men at risk of violence and intentional self-harm? 

  

On Day Two, we’ll be looking at Future Solutions and asking “what does the future hold for men’s health?” The 
experience of being a man is subject to constant changes and challenges. We need to be alongside the latest 
thinking on manhood, as men and boys explore new ways to express their masculinity. We’ll also be giving dele-
gates the chance to “hard sell” their ideas for improving men’s health in a series of back-to-back, 10 minute 
presentations. Also on Day Two, we’ll be focusing on the men of the future by sharing some examples of best 
practice approaches to helping that are helping young men and boys to deal with a whole range of issues.  
  

So if you are want to improve the health and wellbeing of men and boys make sure you secure your place at the 
NEW MALE: National Men’s Health Conference 2017 today. NEW MALE PROGRAM  Link to the WEBSITE 
 
Registration is open now and includes Conference Satchel and Program, Conference Folder with a free copy of 
"Regular Joe vs. Mr Invincible" by Dr. Elizabeth Celi, PhD, all refreshments and lunches. REGISTRATION FORM  

SPECIAL PRE XMAS OFFER TO DEC 25  
$400 FULL REGISTRATION – REGISTER NOW DON’T MISS OUT ON THIS SUPER BARGAIN. 
EARLY BIRD RATE DEC 26 - FEB 3 $450 FULL PRICE FEB 4 - FEB 28 $500 ONE DAY REGISTRATION $260  

CONFERENCE DINNER Thursday March 2 6.30 pm, 3 course buffet dinner, tea, coffee, soft drinks, entertainment 

and Guest Speaker $65 

Please contact Holiday Inn Hotel Parramatta for the Special NEW MALE Conference Accommodation Rates 

NEW MALE is presented by Men’s Health SERVICES and association with Glen Poole, Stop Male Suicide Project 
and in partnership with the Australian Men’s Health Forum Inc., Men’s Health Forum NSW Inc., & the Australian 
Men’s Shed Association. 

 

 

http://media.wix.com/ugd/9b1fc5_ea2842a300f34d05afc8009f00b7b3d0.pdf
http://www.menshealthservices.com.au/new-male-confernce
http://media.wix.com/ugd/9b1fc5_99eca5db44764e0483a83b8f69805e0c.docx?dn=NEW%20MALE%20Registration%20Form.docx
https://www.ihg.com/holidayinn/hotels/us/en/parramatta/sydpa/hoteldetail?cm_mmc=GoogleMaps-_-HI-_-AUS-_-SYDPA
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Global Survey into Perceptions of Men’s Health  
Sanofi has announced findings from one of the most comprehensive global surveys ever undertaken into the 

perceptions of men's health, which reveals the overwhelming majority (87%) of men want to take charge of their 

health however they are not taking full advantage of all trusted sources of information and advice available to 

them. This debunks the myth that men often ignore their health and highlights potential opportunities to deliver 

more efficient and effective healthcare to men beyond their doctor. 

 

"While it's great to see that so many men want to take charge of their health, these survey results reinforce that 

health services can still do a better job of engaging with men to make this happen. Whether it's online or via 

pharmacies or GPs, designing services to meet men's needs better means men will get help and advice earlier - 

and that can only be a good thing," said Martin Tod, Chief Executive of the Men's Health Forum in the UK (MHF). 

 

Commissioned by Sanofi in cooperation with Global Action on Men's Health (GAMH) of which the Australian 

Men’s Health Forum (AMHF) is a member, the survey revealed that in Australia 85% of men believe they are in 

good health. Men aged 18 – 34 (81%) are the most likely to be satisfied with their state of health, while men aged 

55 – 64 (75%) are the least satisfied.  

 

86% of Australian men want to take charge of their health and 89% are confident in managing their own health. 

When it comes to monitoring their health 88% of Oz guys are confident in identifying problems when they arise 

and 92% are most confident. 

 

There was some disparity between beliefs and actions with 62% of men saying seeing their doctor was their most 

likely response when feeling unwell or having a non-life threating medical problem but 76% believe that there are 

medical conditions for which obtaining the appropriate medication should not require a visit to the doctor.  

The survey also investigated whether men would feel comfortable visiting pharmacies for a range of health   

services and testing for conditions such as diabetes, heart disease and respiratory conditions. 82% of men said 

that less serious conditions can be dealt with by a pharmacist rather than by a doctor. Interesting only 14% of 

men say they’re most likely to look up symptoms and possible treatments online. 

 

30% of Oz men consider sexual health to be one of the most important parts of their overall health and wellbe-

ing. While a huge majority of men take action for sexually transmitted diseases (98%) or irritation and infections 

(96%) far fewer men take action when it comes to loss of libido (62%), erectile dysfunction (67%) or pain during 

sex (81%). Both men (72%) and women (60%) believe that having a health sexual relationship is critical to their 

happiness. 

For a copy of the full report showing results for all countries surveyed click here  

mailto:greg@menshealthservices.com.au
http://www.menshealthservices.com.au
http://www.timetoroam.com.au
http://gamh.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Men4Selfcare_Report.pdf
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Do men need to man up?  Asks Dr Peter West 

Turn on your TV or check your news on the web. Here’s yet another footballer in strife. He’s taken some illegal 
substance. His name doesn’t matter. Nor does the type of football. And so he has to go away and get better. It 
seems typical of our times that the word detox has become part of everyday currency. Stories everywhere of 
men in trouble of one kind or another: fighting on the street; soldiers committing atrocities; men abusing drugs 
and not taking care of their health. 
 

And work is part of the trouble. Once it was true that men worked, and work was what men did. In my book   

Fathers, Sons and Lovers I interviewed men who had grown up from the nineteen thirties to the ninteteen ninties. 

Men worked on the railway, or on the farm. They needed muscles to do the work and keep their families fed. 

Men were respected as breadwinners; today this term is almost extinct. Men were expected to perform at work, 

protect their families;  and  provide a roof over their heads. The three Ps, if you like. 

But the Great Financial Crisis turned men upside down. Countries like the USA, Spain and the UK saw big financial 
crashes.  Industries already in decline worldwide were heavy industries, and man-heavy too: steel-making, shoe-
making, munitions, and the auto industry. These took heavy hits during the GFC.  Globalisation and automation 
have pushed the decline of manual labour (i.e. in one sense, labour for men to do). Among European men, there 
was an 11.7 per cent rise in suicides in the 15-24 age group. In the Americas, the biggest increase was among men 
aged 45-64, which saw a rise of 5.2 per cent. 
 

We saw earlier that men were expected to provide. Many men couldn’t provide a roof over their families’ heads 
any more. In the USA, more than 9.3 million homeowners went through  foreclosure, surrendered their home to 
a lender or sold their home in some kind of distress sale.  The figures come from the US National Association of 
Realtors, hardly a source of wild radicalism. The pattern was so widespread that”  “leaving the keys in the letter 
box” became a familiar phrase. 
 

It’s been suggested that white working-class anger has contributed to widespread disenchantment in the USA 
with the system of government and the rise of Trump.  It’s not fair to blame ‘angry white men’ for Trump’s suc-
cess. Only around half of all those who could, decided to vote. Around two per cent of Americans are ‘felons’, not 
entitled to vote. This means about 1 in every 13 African-Americans.   About half of all white women voted for 
Trump, according to the New York Times’ exit polls. 
 

In any case, it does seem true that there is fear and anxiety among working-class people about the distress in 
many parts of the western economy. Here in Australia we have seen our car-making industry disappear, along 
with all the small industries that  it supported. Australians’ underwear, pajamas, T-shirts, shorts and so on are 
made in China, Bangla Desh, Barbados- anywhere but locally. And we see every day that Australian property is 
sold to China, the UK, USA and other foreign countries, including historic homesteads and swathes of agricultural 
land. 
The World Economic Forum says jobs in decline include office work, manufacturing and production, construction 
and mining, and media.  Demand for skilled, savvy people in business operations, teaching at all levels and       
personal care will increase.  Many of the declining jobs are male-heavy. The world is turning: and it’s not in favour 
of men as we know it.  Certainly not poorly-skilled working-class men who are not too strong on empathy and 
communication. 

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/10/upshot/why-trump-won-working-class-whites.html
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Do men need to man up? Asks Dr Peter West 

Meanwhile, where are boys at? Research says  teachers complain that boys are far too often lagging behind in 
behaviour and learning.  In school, those in trouble are mostly boys.  I ask schools “Your discipline list- would you 
say 90 per cent boys?” The usual answer is “More”. Common complaints are that boys are loud, noisy, and rude. 
They resist authority. They get into stupid fights with teachers. I watch them in classrooms arguing who is going 
to sit where. Playgrounds are filled with noisy boys shouting and competing to excel. The girls are found in places 
like libraries, or sitting under trees.  And when it comes to competition in exams, debating or joining clubs, the 
girls are excelling. Particular difficulties are found among white working-class and dark-skinned boys. OECD re-
ports say that girls’ grades are better, they are more cooperative in school and they excel in many school activi-
ties. Meanwhile, boys are outstandingly low on basic standards like reading and writing. They spend far more 
time than girls in online games and sport. Historically, boys’ energies and idealism have been captured by many: 
by the Jesuits; by Muslim radicals; and by the Nazis. Our goal must be putting their energies to benefit human-
kind. 
 

Some solutions to boys’ problems in school  are being found.  My own Report on Best Practice in Boys’              
Education suggested a much more active classroom in which boys’ energies were not contained, but harnessed 
to use boys’ restless energy.  Many other solutions were suggested along the same lines. A program called The 
Rite Journey provides  some steps and a sense of the journey a boy needs to take before he can feel confident 
about being a man. The program is running  in schools and youth organisations in many places from Australia to 
Belgium. And it’s important that men can feel they confident and secure, thoughtful and respectful of others: 
women; people who don’t identify as  average; people from other cultures. In brief, men who can meet other-
ness and not slide into resentment. 
 

The idea of a boot camp has been proposed in New South Wales for boys and girls who aren’t in employment or 
training (“NEETs”). Sixty five million dollars will be offered to private operators to give unemployed young    peo-
ple literacy, mentoring and careers advice.‘Bludger busters’ was the terminology used: and in Australia a bludger 
is a loafer, the lowest form of life after a cockroach. Lo and behold, nearly the same terminology was used in the 
UK for the same ‘problem’.  Never mind that the research on mentoring is full of cautions about quick  fixes and 
easy answers being unsuitable for those who have fallen at earlier hurdles. Never mind that we have had untold 
problems recently in Australia with shonky private operators taking government subsidies and     graduating tiny 
percentages of students with very few skills.  No matter that this sum of money might go far to help build more 
classrooms, or close the backlog on repairs for the State schools. 
 

The difficulty is knowing where men and boys should turn. If we don’t want men to be masculine, what’s left? A 
typical expression of this was in a class at uni. “Jason, I’d like you to be less masculine”, said a girl. “Oh, so you 
want me to be a poofter” [that is, homosexual], was the reply from an average fellow. Where’s the safe space 
for men to explore their ideas, and their feelings, and their sexuality? How do we encourage boys to expand their 
ideas of masculinity out of the empty-headed male bravado we see displayed by countless action heroes from 
Tarzan  to the Terminator? 
 

Some feminists seem to bridle at the very idea of helping boys improve.  But if we want a better society, helping 
boys grow up thoughtfully is an essential part of the equation. We don’t want our daughters and grand-
daughters marrying grunting thugs and abusers. In a better world, we’d all like to see men talk through their    
issues, and take stock of themselves and their health. And in sum, be happy, confident people who can             
communicate with loved ones and live fulfilling lives. 
Dr Peter West www.boyseducation.com.au  

http://theritejourney.com/
http://www.boyseducation.com.au


 

After a decade of stable numbers, Australia's mental health community is at a loss to explain why the number of 
suicides has increased by more than 20 per cent over the past two years. The increase from about 2500 suicides 
a year for 10 years to more than 3000 in 2015 is confounding. And it's heartbreaking. The numbers don't lie – we 
are losing our fight to keep people alive. 

We've never been richer. We've never lived longer. We've never experienced such an extended period of       
economic growth, but at the same time we've never been more stressed, lacked more personal time or been 
more burdened by debt. 

We live in a period of enlightenment towards mental illness. We talk about it openly, honestly and often. Real 
and famous people talk publicly about their mental illness. Time and time again we learn how they live a          
contributing life with a mental illness. They tell us their story of diagnosis and recovery. Brick by brick we are 
deconstructing the stigma attached to having a mental illness in Australia. And while there will never be enough 
funding for mental health services, there is significantly more money than 10 short years ago. 

So why are more Australians choosing suicide? I believe it's because we've got the message wrong. 

In the campaign to destigmatise mental illness we have forgotten to tell people that suicide is the wrong choice. 
Not a shameful decision, not a selfish decision, but the wrong decision. When I tried to take my own life I wasn't 
thinking about myself, but about the people around me, the people I loved and the people who loved me. I con-
vinced myself that it was not simply the only thing, but the best thing to do to relieve my family and friends of 
the shame I had caused them by what I had said and done. If I wasn't around anymore they would be better off.  

I was wrong. It was not my only option and it wasn't the best option. In fact it was the worst option and would 
have resulted in tragic outcomes for the people who loved me. When I speak or write about this, which is never 
easy, I ask people to overlay rational thought on the most irrational of all actions. I thank God I am alive today 
and I failed to complete my suicide attempt. I wanted to die, but I'm glad I didn't. 

When I speak about my journey I stress that there is no shame in having a mental illness. I have depression for 
which I take medication daily. I may do so for the rest of my life. I'm not ashamed about having a mental illness, 
just as I wouldn't be ashamed of a physical illness. I say the community is compassionate, people are forgiving, 
services are more available and life can be fulfilling.  

But what I don't say explicitly is that suicide is the wrong choice. I'm saying it now. 

In our attempt to make mental illness "normal" we have failed to make suicide wrong. This is not a simple       
distinction. Nor is it an argument about euthanasia or religious belief. It's about making sure that people in crisis 
and thinking of suicide know it's not the right thing to do for them or their family and there is always a better 
choice. My theory is that more Australians in crisis are choosing suicide because in normalising mental illness we 
have, in the minds of some, also normalised suicide. 

With credit to Wham, we want people to choose life. To do this we need to send a clear message to people in 
crisis that living is the right choice. Whether I am right or wrong, there is no dispute that we must move urgently 
to arrest the increase and then reduce the number of suicides. While this will include more resources, it also   
demands we get the message right too. 

John Brogden is the chairman of Lifeline Australia and a former NSW Liberal opposition leader. 

 

We have got the message wrong on suicide John Brogden 

Stopping male suicide isn’t easy, but there are some simple steps we can all take to 
help accelerate the drive to Stop Male Suicide in Australia. These steps are outlined 
in Glen Poole’s ground breaking new book called "How You Can Stop Male Suicide in 
Seven Simple Steps". This book presents useful models for working with men 
around suicide prevention.  
You can order now at  https://stopmalesuicide.com/book/ 

https://stopmalesuicide.com/book/


 

There is a lot of new evidence to support that modern radiation therapy is as equally effective at curing prostate 
cancer as surgery. One study found radiation therapy comparable to surgical prostate removal but less than half 
of all Australian men with prostate cancer get to see a Radiation Oncologist. 
 
Results of the Prostate Testing for Cancer and Treatment Trial (ProtecT) were published in 2 papers in the New 
England Journal of Medicine. The study looked at prostate cancer treatment options conducted in the UK and 
showed that men with early prostate cancer are more likely to be free from cancer at 10 years if they have        
radiation therapy or surgery compared to undergoing monitoring only. It was equally uncommon that they 
would die from their cancer regardless of the treatment options they were allocated to on the study. Survival 
rates were the same for all three groups in the trial; 99% of men diagnosed at the early stages of cancer lived for 
at least 10 years regardless of their treatment. However, more men developed metastatic disease in the monitor-
ing group.  
  
The patient-reported outcomes showed no difference in overall quality of life between radiation therapy and 
surgery, and found less urinary incontinence and sexual problems after radiation therapy. “These findings are the 
strongest proof we have to date that curative radiation therapy is equally likely to control prostate cancer and 
give good quality of life as radical prostatectomy,” said A/Prof Sandra Turner, Councillor of the Faculty of Radia-
tion Oncology at the Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Radiologists (RANZCR). 
  
“There is a still an important role for active surveillance in early prostate cancer but this study does strongly s  
upport the importance of men knowing about all their prostate cancer treatment options by ensuring they talk 
to a radiation oncologist as well as a urologist. As prostate cancer experts we are obligated to strongly       
encourage men to take the time to talk to all the experts and to facilitate this in all cases where active   
treatment may be needed. ” said A/Prof Turner. To access the research on the ProtecT trial in the New England 
Journal of Medicine, please click on this link: http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/54.5496/NEJMoa56466643t=article 
Source”: Lee Hunt, Consumer Representative, Media and Profile Committee, The Royal Australian and New Zealand College 
of Radiologists 

Update on prostate cancer treatment 

Being diagnosed with prostate cancer once in a lifetime is enough.  In 2011, 
Alan White was facing a second round with this life-threatening disease. 
 
Alan’s years of experience as a natural health practitioner and counsellor 
helped him and his wife, Fiona, to make the choice that no man really wants 
to make – surgical removal of the prostate gland – and to recover, physically 
and emotionally. 
 
Talking about the things not usually discussed – sex after surgery, giant   in-
continence pads and how to wrangle your overnight urine bag – Alan shares 
his story and his discoveries.  Fiona adds her tips for partners of men facing 
prostate cancer. 
 
Alan has been the facilitator of the local Prostate Cancer Support Group in 
Bayside Melbourne for several years.  He is also involved in ongoing research 
through the Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre to develop better ways of        
helping men make well-informed choices about their prostate cancer       
treatment.  

  
He continues to work as a counsellor and natural health practitioner, with a special focus on men’s health and 
wellbeing. We’ve lost my prostate, mate! is Alan’s story about the diagnosis, the decision making, the surgery 
and the road to recovery.  He shares the good, the bad and the ugly along the way, providing helpful tips for 
fellow prostate cancer sufferers.  Armed with his irrepressible laughter and a very determined wife, Alan shows 
that there is life after losing your prostate, mate. The book is now available for $25 (plus $5 postage in Aust.) 
Visit the website for more information and to buy your copy www.theprostatezone.com     

Practical survival guide for Prostate Cancer 

http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa1606220?query=TOC
http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa1606220?query=TOC
http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa1606220#t=article
http://www.theprostatezone.com


Men’s Health SERVICES  

TRAINING PROGRAM 
WORKING WITH MALE VICTIMS OF DV Friday April 7, 9.00 am  -  4.00 pm 

Holiday Inn, 18 - 40 Anderson Street, PARRAMATTA  
 

In Australia up to one in three victims of intimate partner violence are male. While many services have been established over 
the past three decades to support female victims of family violence, the needs of male victims and female perpetrators of 
violence remain largely unmet. The issue of men affected by violence in intimate relationships has been reported for many 
years and now workers in the domestic violence, community and   family relationship sectors are acknowledging this prob-
lem and seeking out training for their workers.  
WHO IS THE TRAINING PROGRAM FOR?  
The training program is for men and women who work in the health, welfare and community sectors in government or the 
non government sector.  It provides information and strategies for working with men who are affected by violence in their 
relationships and presents a model and strategies for this work. 
WHAT AREAS ARE COVERED IN THE TRAINING PROGRAM?  

 Background to the problem and context violence and abuse occurs in  

 The affect of domestic violence on a person - what’s different for men  

 Strategies for working with men from a strengths based perspective  

 Assessment strategies  

 A model  for working with men affected by violence  
COST  $200 for one day training program, training resources including a copy of the “Men Say YES to Family Peace”          
Community Event Kit, all refreshments and lunch plus 3 month follow up support with your program, project or resource 
development.   To register complete Registration Form or email greg@menshealthservices.com.au  
or phone 0417 772 390 

Heal and Grow Program launched 

Matthew Fairhurst is a proud Aboriginal health practitioner who is          
passionate about healing trauma, suicide prevention and keeping children 
in their family homes and not in the system. 
 
After a few years working in health Matthew observed the  increasing 
need for holistic approaches with real outcomes. He has launched the Heal 
and Grow program. This dynamic workshop series has been  developed 
to provide young males with access to transformative life coaching tools 
and methods.  
 
Each participant will go through a unique process to identify, accept and 
release patterns of negative behaviours and reinstate positive coping 
strategies for individual participants.  
 
The program will improve participant’s self-esteem and confidence to help 
themselves through high pressure times in life.  Family connections and 
friendships will improve from learning new tools and techniques to       
improve a relationship.  
 
The program will address negative self-beliefs and suicidality with resources, tools and techniques to enhance                      
communications skills. 
 
Watch Matthew’s video here. For bookings or further information this program please contact Matthew         
Fairhurst on 0497113173 

http://media.wix.com/ugd/9b1fc5_734b92fd1530482fa1d9727225bd25f1.doc?dn=Registration%25
mailto:greg@menshealthservices.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fgudKtdpn-4


NATIONAL STRATEGIES FAILING TO STOP MALE SUICIDE, HEALTH EXPERTS SAY 
A national drive to halve suicide in Australia is failing to address the fact that three out of four people who take 
their own lives are men, say men’s health experts. Suicide kills six men a day in Australia, is the leading killer of 
men and boys under 45 and claims more lives than road traffic accidents. But while men account for 75.7% of all 
suicides, the majority of time, money and energy invested in researching and preventing suicide fails to target 
male suicide, according to a new research paper published by the Australian Men’s Health Forum (AMHF). 
The three key reasons why current approaches to suicide prevention are failing to close this gender suicide gap, 
the report says, are that:  
1. They position suicide as a mental health issue  

2. They favour female-friendly approaches to suicide prevention  

3. They tend to problematise men and masculinity  

The report, which is available to view at the AMHF website outlines a series of 10 recommendations to effectively 

help prevent male suicide in Australia. 

TREATING MALE PATIENTS LIKE WOMEN DAMAGING TO THEIR HEALTH 
The gap between male and female life expectancy can be pointed to one problem -  doctors are not asking the 
right questions, according to Professor Gary Wittert, Head of Medicine at the University of Adelaide and Director 
of the Freemasons Foundation Centre for Men's Health. He said men needed a completely different style of     
consultation. "We have to learn how to deal with men as men, rather than telling men to be more like women. 
"Women have patterns of communication that are very unique to them and serve a particular sociological        
service. Men communicate to get the job done." 
Professor Wittert said "Men will talk if they believe the environment they are in is conducive and that the person 
they are speaking to is willing to listen," he said. "Really, the role of a man is the protector, provider, and to en-
sure that the family is looked after," he said. "If we tap into that and men realise that if they take care of them-
selves, then they will be better husbands, better fathers, better employees; we would get a much better out-
come when it comes to men's health and depression than telling men to be more like women." 
He said years of encouraging men to use similar communication methods as women had failed from a medical 
perspective. "Over the past few decades, there really hasn't been much narrowing of the gender gap in health 
outcomes," he said. "Clearly the [communication] strategies are not effective.” Direct questions to address even 
the most personal health issues was the best approach for men. "Use humour, ask a direction question and you 
can get away with anything," he said. 
 

'SCROTOX' IS BOTOX FOR MEN'S UNDERCARRIAGES  

Botox has been used all over the body – originally, in the armpits to stop excess sweating, later in the foreheads 

and crow's feet of those keen on a little "freshening up", and now, men's undercarriages. That's right, according 

to Men's Health, "scrotox" is happening. Scrotox is Botox for your scrotum. The purpose? To make your testicles 

appear smoother and, apparently, larger than you're used to most of the time. New York plastic surgeon Dr John 

Mesa has injected Botox – a neurotoxin that blocks the release of a chemical signal and relaxes muscles for     

several months – into 15 men's scrota in 2016, the magazine reported. Mesa prefers to call it "ball ironing". Yes, 

you read that right. For those who've never thought much of the anatomy of the male genitals, the scrotum ex-

pands and contracts as the temperature dictates. When it's hot, it's smooth and relaxed. When it's cold, it      

shrivels up. No man can avoid this, and the continual process, naturally, creates wrinkles as elasticity is lost. 

"Iron" your scrotum with chemicals, and you can remain in your smooth and relaxed state for three or four 

months at a time. The only difficulty, then, would appear to be finding a medical professional outside of the US 

willing to try it on you. And, perhaps, the explanation you'll have to conjure up for your significant other!! 

NEWS BRIEFS 

MANY THANKS TO  emale CONTRIBUTORS AND READERS 

HAVE A HAPPY HOLIDAY PERIOD AND A GREAT 2017 

http://www.amhf.org.au

